LIZ LANGE OPENS HER DOORS IN PALM BEACH

THE GLAMOUR OF GOING GREEN
CHIC AND SIMPLE WAYS TO SAVE YOUR HOUSE AND THE PLANET

A FRESH START

POOLS, JEWELS, TRIMS & 53 OBJECTS OF DESIRE

HOUSE GOALS IN SHAKER HEIGHTS

LIZ LANGE OPENS HER DOORS IN PALM BEACH
6. The sage-green palette of this 100 percent jute Kool rug from Élitis gives the circular elements the effect of artful lily pads floating across your floor. 2'8" x 8'2", available in other sizes, $950. elitis.fr

7. Made in Italy, the hand-painted majolica pottery plate and serving tray from Moda Domus have a carnation motif, a reproduction of the design on a set of vintage plates owned by Moda Operandi founder Lauren Santo Domingo. Plates, 10.5" dia., $420 for set of four; tray, 13.5" l. x 8.5" w., $150. modaoperandi.com

8. The leaves on the Sheerwood lantern from Vaughan are individually molded and cast in brass before being finished in white paint. 18" sq. x 31" h., $7,680. vaughandesigns.com

9. The Surf modular seating by Yabu Pushelberg for Molteni&C offers a multitude of ergonomic arrangements, including the option of a small wood- and-marble side table. 138" w. x 47" d. x 28" h., available in other sizes and fabrics, $16,790. molteni.it

10. A collaboration between two American heritage brands, the Matouk Schumacher Collection offers four printed patterns, an embroidered linen, a woven coverlet, and terry beach towels. A standard sham and full/queen duvet in Pomegranate in Prussian Blue are shown. From $84 for sham. matouk.com